Developmental abnormalities in mouse embryos tetrasomic for chromosome 11: apparent similarity to embryos functionally disomic for the x chromosome.
Adopting a mating system involving two different Robertsonian translocations with monobrachial homology, we studied the early development of mouse embryos trisomic or tetrasomic for chromosome 11. A developmental delay of 12-24 hours was evident in trisomic embryos at embryonic day (E)7.5, whereas tetrasomic embryos apparently had stopped growth by E6.5 without formation of extraembryonic structures. This extremely severe developmental abnormality found in tetrasomic embryos is similar to that reported in embryos having two active X chromosomes in extraembryonic cell lineages. Autosomal tetrasomy, but not autosomal trisomy, can lead to such early developmental errors. Thus, a reasonable inference would be that the X chromosome is twice as active as the autosome. Probably, the X chromosome became upregulated in response to the evolutionary necessity of minimizing haplo-insufficiency brought about by miniaturization of the Y chromosome.